ARCH. FRONT ELEVATION
3/16" = 1'-0"

8650 KEYSTONE AVE
ELEVATIONS

ARCH. LEFT ELEVATION
1/4" = 1'-0"
ARCH. REAR ELEVATION
1/4" = 1'-0"

EXIST BRICK WALL
NEW CEMENT-BOARD SIDING
NEW ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF
NEW GUTTER & DOWNSPOUT
NEW CASEMENT WINDOW
NEW CONCRETE STAIRS
NEW BACK STAIR COVERING
NEW CASEMENT WINDOW

T/ 1ST FL. EL= @ +2'-6"
T/ 1ST CLG EL= @ +10'-6"
T/ GRADE EL= @ +0'-0"
T/ ROOF EL= @ +15'-7"

8650 KEYSTONE AVE
ELEVATIONS

ARCH. RIGHT ELEVATION
1/4" = 1'-0"

EXIST BRICK WALL
EXIST SIDING
NEW CEMENT-BOARD SIDING
NEW ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF
NEW GUTTER & DOWNSPOUT
EXIST BRICK WALL
NEW CONCRETE STAIRS
NEW FRONT STAIR COVERING
NEW BACK STAIR COVERING
NEW CONCRETE STAIRS

T/ 1ST FL. EL= @ 5'-4"
T/ 1ST CLG EL= @ 11'-7"
T/ GRADE EL= @ 6'-0"
T/ ROOF EL= @ 15'-7"

8650 KEYSTONE AVE
ELEVATIONS